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Summary of Interview  
 
Feliks Borys, born 1923 in France; father Constantine from Prussia; mother Anne Ligmann born in 
Germany; siblings: older sister Mary, younger sister Irene and brother, Franz. Father studied with 
Jehovah’s Witness in France; by 1933 the family moved to Chojnice, Poland (German: Konitz) 60 
miles from Gdansk (German: Danzig) where they met with and did preaching work with a Jehovah’s 
Witness congregation of about 35 persons. Through family in Germany the family heard of 
persecution of Jehovah’s Witnesses in Germany by the Nazi party but did not think the same would 
happen in Poland. Feliks and other Witness schoolchildren were persecuted in school by students and 
teachers because of not being Catholic and were called Bible Students (German: Bibelforscher) not 
Jehovah’s Witnesses.  
 
In 1939, when Germany invaded Poland, the Nazis took the Jews from the towns into the fields and 
shot them and later began to pursue Jehovah’s Witnesses. Feliks refused to join the army and in May 
1943 was arrested and sent to the Gestapo, who questioned him on how many Jehovah’s Witnesses 
there were in the town and how he got baptized. Since his father was deceased, Feliks said that his 
father had baptized him, and when questioned about the names of those taking care of the 
congregation, Feliks said that he took care of this but would not reveal names of other Witnesses and 
also said they would have to question his mother and sisters directly to ask if they were Witnesses. 
Feliks was asked to sign a paper renouncing his faith and to expose his Witness brothers; when he 
would not do so the officer told Feliks that he would go to a concentration camp and die there. He was 
then taken to a dark windowless solitary cell. The Nazi officers would tell Feliks he didn’t need to go 
to prison if only he would “work with them,” but Feliks was prepared for this persecution since three 
Jehovah’s Witness males had been arrested some time before him; two had been immediately killed 
and the third, named Bruski, had been sent to Stutthof concentration camp near the Baltic Sea where 
Feliks would send packages to him (maximum of 2 pounds of food each month). Feliks was then sent 
to a general prison; when he got there Feliks was kicked and beaten with a rubber stick for 15-20 
minutes by prison officers as he prayed asking God for help. Feliks was held in prison in Danzig for a 
month with 13 other, mostly Russian, prisoners in a 6’ by 4’cell where there was no room to sleep. He 
was later sent to Stutthof concentration camp near Danzig where he was happy that he would see his 
friend Bruski who had been sent there a year earlier. 
 
In Stutthof Feliks saw prisoners on the other side of an electric fence being told by a kapo that ‘in 
three days they would go to the chimney and see their God.’’ When Feliks challenged the kapo’s 
prediction, saying that his friend was still alive after a year there, the kapo told Feliks that Bruski had 
died the month before which caused Feliks to collapse with discouragement since Bruski had been a 
physically and spiritually strong man. Food in the camp consisted of a thin dry slice of bread in the 
morning, and between 12:00 and 1:00 pm they got a pint of food consisting of leaves and potatoes, 
and in the evening a slice of bread. Jehovah’s Witnesses in the camp helped each other by sharing 
food if someone got more food, but other prisoners, when they would receive a parcel with 2 pounds 
of food, would eat it all at once and die because it was too much for their stomachs, and others died 
from starvation in the barracks.  
 
In 1943 there were about 15 male Jehovah’s Witnesses with Feliks in the camp and towards the end 
there were 19 male and 19 females. Four times a year they were asked to sign a document renouncing 
their faith but refused to do so which surprised the non-Witness prisoners who said they’d sign the 
document with their blood to get out of the prison. Some prisoners called the Witnesses victorious and 
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others laughed at them saying they were stupid for not signing. Feliks lived with one other Witness in 
the barrack and three times a week was able to meet in the prison apartment of an elderly Witness 
prisoner who oversaw shoe repairs to discuss the Bible and read the Watchtower magazine. Feliks’s 
sister used to visit a woman near the camp who was interested in the Bible and would leave 
Watchtower magazines with her and when Feliks would have permission to get some wire from 
outside the camp, he would collect the magazines from this woman and bring them back with him 
inside the camp hidden in his wooden shoes; he knew that being found out by the S.S. would have 
resulted in being hanged. Twice Feliks was able to gather with other Witnesses in the camp to 
celebrate the Lord’s Evening Meal, each time thinking it would be their last time to do so. 
 
Prisoners in the camps were selected to beat one another, but Jehovah’s Witnesses refused to beat 
each other or other prisoners even if they were of different nationalities, so instead were beaten by the 
S.S. One prisoner from Estonia who could not speak German would walk behind the Witness 
prisoners. Brother Scheider found someone who spoke Estonian and German to translate and ask why 
he walked behind them; the prisoner said it was because he recognized that they all served the same 
God. When he was arrested the S.S. did not know he was one of Jehovah’s Witnesses so gave him a 
red triangle to wear. Brother Scheider had been overseer in the Poland Branch office of Jehovah’s 
Witnesses until he was arrested in 1941. 
 
There were 24,000 prisoners in the camp as the Russians approached so they were put into groups of 
1,900 to march 240 kilometers through the fields (so people would not see them) in two feet of snow 
to Słupsk, where they were to board boats for Denmark. At the beginning of their journey, they were 
given a three-day ration of one pound of bread and a half pound of margarine to eat but because they 
were not given more food after ten days, they had to eat snow. Because Brother Scheider was too 
weak to walk, Feliks carried him on his back although he also was in a weakened state. Because 
Feliks could hear shooting all the time, he went to see what was going on at the rear of the group and 
could see the S.S. kick the last prisoners between legs, and when they would fall, the S.S. would then 
shoot the prisoner. This is why this was called the Death March and of the 1,900 in Feliks’s group 
who started out, only 800 survived. Some died from lack of food or from being shot or froze to death. 
One night they slept in a barn because of the cold and some prisoners who went to sleep in the hay or 
straw were killed when the S.S. poked sharp metal spikes into the hay or straw and Feliks said their 
blood was dripping like a “river dripping through the bars.” After ten days they came to a prison (a 
former Hitler Youth camp) built for 300 and the 800 from Feliks’s group along with prisoners from 
other prisons amounting to 1,500 all stayed there. 
 
There were seven Jehovah’s Witnesses in Feliks’s group but he did not know if Brother Scheider had 
survived since they were put in different barracks and it was dangerous to talk to prisoners from other 
barracks. Feliks knew that the Estonian brother had suffered because he had to walk barefoot in the 
snow Feliks saw that there was no longer any flesh on his toes, only bones. For clothing Feliks had 
been given civilian clothes bearing the purple triangle and prisoner number painted on the back and 
pants with a big red cross so as to be recognized as a prisoner. Brothers Licnierski and Scheider had 
both contracted typhus fever and were taken to a different barrack where Feliks secretly visited them. 
The prisoners were ordered to dig trenches for the army but the Witnesses decided that they would not 
dig trenches to support the war effort and so one of the prisoners reported them to an S.S. officer who 
beat Feliks and threatened to shoot him. He then went on to beat the other Witnesses in front of 1,500 
prisoners saying “I’ll show your God Jehovah is nothing. I’m the boss here …”. Then he threatened 
Feliks with being put into a bunker full of water with little space to breathe and then shot afterwards 
and told him “Your God Jehovah won’t help you.” Feliks replied that people would see that his God 
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was much stronger than the S.S. After this the S.S. guard’s face and voice changed and he told the 
Witnesses he could see their strong faith in their God and told them to return to the barracks to be told 
what work to do. Witness sisters risked their lives to deliver packages of food to each of the camps 
addressed to Jehovah’s Witnesses but the S.S. would not give the Witnesses the packages unless they 
dug the trenches which they would not do and so were repeatedly beaten and threatened with being 
shot for this.  An S.S. officer assigned Feliks to clean his rooms in the house of German woman who 
lived outside the camp. This German woman hid Feliks in her closet for days because she overheard 
him being threatened with being shot. After being there 3 days, the S.S. officer who had threatened 
him went to the woman’s house to speak to Feliks and asked him if he had been praying more lately 
because the officer felt he had no peace and so wanted to make peace with Feliks. He got the woman 
to cook food for five men so Feliks took this food back to the camp to share with the other Witnesses 
including the sick Brothers Scheider and Licnierski. This officer was the camp doctor who left after a 
month; Feliks learned he later killed himself rather than being taken by the Russians. Feliks secretly 
visited Brother Scheider to bring him bread and care for him. Feliks was certain that when the 
prisoners left the camp that the sick Brothers Scheider and Licnierski would probably die since they 
were too ill to walk. 
 
In 1945, toward the end of the war, as the Russians came closer and closer Feliks heard the shots 
when a Lagerführer over the camp and his S.S. officer girlfriend went into the forest and shot and 
killed one another. When the Russians arrived, they fought with the Germans who remained so the 
prisoners then had the opportunity to escape. Feliks, who was travelling with two brothers, stayed 
along with 20 others in the home of a German baker for 14 days. After the three of them left, they 
were arrested by Russian soldiers and were taken to a room with 40 other men. The Russians did not 
believe the Witnesses had been prisoners in the concentration camps but thought they were German 
spies because they were in civilian clothing. After praying to Jehovah, Feliks and the other Witness 
were finally released. 
 
Two days after Feliks got home to Poland to his mother and two sisters—after walking for two 
months—he was visited by Brothers Scheider and Licnierski who had been helped by a Russian 
soldier who did not know they were Witnesses nor that they were friends so Feliks felt this was 
Jehovah’s direction. Feliks’s brother who had been in the German army and many other Germans did 
not believe what was being said about the Nazis since they had not experienced what Feliks and 
others had. Feliks noted that in the prison camps the Jews were not united but Jehovah’s Witnesses 
were and could endure because they believed in the resurrection even if they died. Feliks felt that 
although he was physically weak, he became stronger because Jehovah would always help him along 
with other Witness brothers and sisters.  
 
Under the Communists in Poland life was not easy and Feliks was persecuted again for his faith but 
felt since he had already gone through persecution it was easier for him to endure. Feliks married in 
1951 in Poland and emigrated to New York in 1966. Feliks and his wife had two children and several 
grandchildren. 
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